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A New Lifestyle
Once again, Turin is the inspirational muse in the
process of disruption brought by the challenges of
the future. Edit Lofts is one of the most impacting
manifestations of this expression.
Eleven units, featuring particular structural
components such as cement, steel and enormous
windows, boasting elegant and comfortable living
spaces where design, art and a refined decoration
come together to provide function and pleasure to the
eye. The project for the eleven Lofts was brought to
life by Barbara Scott as interior designer and project
leader, with careful participation on behalf of creators
and founders Marco and Franca Brignone, guided by
their exceptional passion for art.
This project reflects the creative spirit that envelops the
city: it is a contemporary and tangible expression of
the outcome of a social context that embodies both

art and sense of duty, where multicultural, resourceful
stimuli rise from the rigorous grid-shape of this
northern town.
Converted from the upper floor of the 19th century
building of the INCET factory - a historic cables
manufacturer - EDIT Lofts represent a new and
original concept expressed and perceived at every
level, from the choice of furnishings to the very use of
the apartments.
The aim is to offer a unique and stimulating experience
for travellers wishing to stay any length of time. The
apartments can cater to all types of need in terms of
space and services, allowing guests to feel at home.
The location, positioned at one of the two ends of the
so-called “Mile of Innovation”, a strategic axis cutting
Turin from the Polytechnic to the Dora Railway Station,
also features a multi-functional gastronomic hub,
EDIT, adding to the experience with exceptional food
and beverage.
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The Lofts
The project developed around a single objective:
maintaining visible traces of the ancient factory, but
adding the warmth of a home through the use of sober
and modern materials with a strong industrial feel, but
with a new take. The large windows that retain their
original metal features, and the use of cement for
ceilings and beams and of iron for the staircases and
galleries, represent a new form of dialogue with the
local environment, enabling a full view over what it was
and what it has become.
The industrial feel is also kept throughout the interiors
of EDIT Lofts, where natural limewashed walls look
onto resin or wood flooring and where warm and
embracing lighting systems add a modern, contrasting
touch. Alongside the more traditional finishes, we
implemented technically-advanced solutions that
ensure the Lofts are innovative and offer high-

performance in terms of energy consumption: internal
clay insulation, mechanical ventilation system for the
proper exchange and filtering of air, electric outside
blinds, temperature and noise reducing door and
window fittings, opening of doors through smartphone
application, high-speed internet, wireless audio, and
air conditioning. All Loft interiors have that industrial
feel, with raw cement ceilings over wooden floors and
contrasting, modern lighting. Every little thing, from
customised linen blankets to the carefully-chosen
courtesy set, from the latest generation appliances
to the clean-cut furniture, was carefully studied by
Barbara Scott and Marco Brignone, the visionary
owner, who not only followed the development project
step by step, sharing every style choice, but also
found a way to characterise and further enhance the
Lofts, picking pieces from his private art collection
that represent his taste, passion and vision.
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LOFT 1

4 people

Area: 205sqm

Warm colours flood the rooms of LOFT 1, and a touch
of red adds spirit. The large windows give access to the
furnished terrace, where you will enjoy breath-taking
views of Turin.
•
•
•
•
•

1 fully-equipped kitchen
1 living room
1 double room with ensuite shower room
1 double room with ensuite shower and bathroom
1 dépendance with terrace, outside living area and fitness area

LOFT 2

6 people

Area: 259sqm

Coloured details create a welcoming environment, and the
large table in the living room suggests multiple use. On the
upper floor, the living area and terrace with fitness area
provide both energetic and contemplative spaces.
•
•
•
•
•
•

1 fully-equipped kitchen
1 living room
1 twin bedroom, shower room and living room on mezzanine
with double sofa-bed
1 double room and shower room
1 living room on mezzanine
1 dépendance with terrace, outside living area and fitness area
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LOFT 3

6 people

Area: 329sqm

Brick red dominates the scene, drawing attention to detail
in every corner of LOFT 3, perfectly matching the soft
nuances of other decorating materials. The Loft is over
two fully-liveable floors: for shared moments and private
moments.
•
•

1 fully-equipped kitchen
1 living room

•
•
•
•

1 double room and shower room
1 twin bedroom and shower room and bath
1 living room on mezzanine
1 dépendance with terrace and kitchen, inside living area with
double sofa-bed, shower room, outside living area

LOFT 4

6 people

Area: 290sqm

The white limewashed walls alternate with rough ceilings for
an industrial feel, producing a very light-filled environment.
There is no shortage of colourful details that make LOFT 4
unique.

•
•
•
•
•
•

1 fully-equipped kitchen
1 living room
1 double room and shower room with bath
1 twin bedroom and shower room
1 living room on mezzanine with double sofa-bed and shower room
1 dépendance with terrace, outside living area and fitness area
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LOFT 5

4 people

Area: 252sqm

Dipping into a new lifestyle and enjoying its benefits - this
is what EDIT Lofts has on offer. LOFT 5 is one of the key
players: teal for vintage rugs and warm grey on the walls
give it a warm and embracing feel, just like home.

•
•
•
•
•
•

1 fully-equipped kitchen
1 living room
1 double room and shower room
1 twin bedroom and shower room
1 living room on mezzanine
1 dépendance with terrace, outside living area and fitness area

LOFT 6

2+2 people

Area: 145sqm

Red, in all its shades from Crimson to Purple Burgundy, is a
recurring theme in the Lofts. The combination of the various
shades ensures an enchanting setting that encourages
socialising.

•
•
•
•
•

1 fully-equipped kitchen
1 living room with double sofa-bed
1 shower room
1 double room with shower room on mezzanine
1 dépendance with terrace, outside living area and fitness area
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LOFT 7

2+2 people

Area: 63sqm

A cosy place that has all of the comforts of the Lofts:
ground floor living room joined to the bedrooms by an open
iron staircase that is LOFT 7’s main feature. Denim blue for
accessories and taupe-coloured limewashed walls.

•
•
•
•

1 fully-equipped kitchen
1 living room with double sofa-bed
1 shower room
1 double room on mezzanine

LOFT 8

2+2 people

Area: 62sqm

“If you have everything under control, you are going
too slow” is the catchphrase welcoming guests to LOFT
8. Together with the other art carefully hanging on the
limewashed walls, it underscores the significance, for the
Lofts’ creator Marco Brignone, of the expression of art
throughout these rooms.
•
•
•
•

1 fully-equipped kitchen
1 living room with double sofa bed
1 shower room
1 double room on mezzanine and guest toilet
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LOFT 9

2+2 people

Area: 70sqm

The One, the pilot project from which it all started, the true
essence of the soul of EDIT Lofts. The underlying idea was
to give LOFT 9 a strong industrial feel with a decidedly new
and personal take.

•
•
•
•

1 fully-equipped kitchen
1 living room with double sofa bed
1 shower room
1 double room and shower room on mezzanine

LOFT 10

2+2 people

Area: 62sqm

Black, mixed with the gunmetal grey of iron structures,
adds a touch of elegance to LOFT 10, creating a refined yet
strong feel, to be thoroughly enjoyed.

•
•
•
•

1 fully-equipped kitchen
1 living room with double sofa bed
1 shower room
1 double room on mezzanine

LOFT 11

2+2 people

Area: 70sqm

In LOFT 11, minimalistic elements are mixed with strong
statements, creating a small jewel where you can
immediately feel at home. The alternating of pastel colours
ensures a very relaxed and hospitable setting.

•
•
•
•

1 fully-equipped kitchen
1 living room with double bed
1 shower room
1 living room with double sofa bed on mezzanine
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TO BOOK
www.editlofts.com

www.expedia.it

www.airbnb.com

www.booking.com

www.bedandbreakfast.eu

www.homeaway.it

CONTACTS
ADDRESS

WEBSITE

Via Francesco Cigna 104, Torino

www.editlofts.com

PHONE

EMAIL

+39 351 9340719

info@editlofts.com

EDIT Lofts
Marcello Taricco • marcello@editlofts.com • +39 333 5803015
Francesca Boeri • francesca@editlofts.com • +39 3472490000
Roberto Leone • roberto@editlofts.com • +39 3478752123

EDIT - Communication and Promotion
Giorgia Zerboni • giorgia.zerboni@edit-to.com • +39 338 2002220

SOCIAL NETWORK
@edit_lofts
EDIT_Lofts

